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The aim of this paper is to evaluate a recently proposed continuous modeling for the modulated vibrations modes of
long periodic structures. We describe an asymptotic two-scale method to study free vibrations of this type of structures in
two cases: beam bending theory and 2D elasticity. A validation of the two proposed continuous modelings is presented and
a comparison between 1D and 2D approach is given.
 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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In many engineering applications, structures with periodic microstructures are used, such as lattice trusses
(Noor, 1988), corrugated shells (Buannic et al., 2003), stiﬀened shells (Flores and Godoy, 1999) or perforated
thin-walled structures (Shanmugam and Dhanalakshmi, 2001). In some cases, equivalent orthotropic beam or
shell models which are well known in the engineering literature can be constructed (Briassoulis, 1986). A gen-
eral homogenization has been established by Kalamkarov (1992) and Kolpakov and Kalamkarov (1999) to
deduce macroscopic beam and shell models from the microstructure. Such equivalent models can be built
up numerically, for instance by the ﬁnite element method, even with a geometrically complex basic cell (Moe¨s
et al., 2003; Buannic et al., 2003; Cartraud and Messager, 2006). These homogenization techniques are valid
for vibrations in the low frequency range, but they can no longer be applied when the wavelength is of the
same order as the one of the microstructure. The latter case is considered in this paper, where a speciﬁc
dynamic homogenization theory introduced by Daya (1994) is used to study free vibrations of long repetitive
structures.0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2007.03.023
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tures are usually characterised by three kinds of eigenmodes: overall modes (Moreau and Caillerie, 1998;
Noor, 1988), modulated modes (Daya et al., 2002; Daya and Potier-Ferry, 2001) or localized ones (Jeblaoui,
1999). The localized modes can be determined by solving the elastic eigenvalue problem formulated on a few
basic cells. On the contrary, the overall and the modulated modes require the discretization of the whole struc-
ture. The classical homogenization method (Sanchez Hubert and Sanchez Palencia, 1989) can be applied to
establish a continuum model for the overall modes as it is done by Moreau and Caillerie (1998). A continuum
model can also be obtained for the modulated modes as established by Daya et al. (2002), Daya and Potier-
Ferry (2001), Jeblaoui (1999). Indeed, these modes, that are generally located in separated packets (see Fig. 2),
appear as slow modulations of periodic ones (see Figs. 3–6).
Because of the latter characteristics, the multiple scale asymptotic method can be applied to describe this
class of modes by an equivalent continuous modeling. This model involves an amplitude diﬀerential equation,
whose form is similar to the Ginzburg–Landau equation:Fig. 1
Fig. 2
discretC
d2a
dx2
þ ðk k0Þa ¼ 0 ð1Þa is the envelope of the eigenmodes and k is the eigenvalue. This Eq. (1) can be seen as a macroscopic model,
whose coeﬃcients C and k0 are deduced from microscopic models posed on a few basic cells, see (Daya and
Potier-Ferry, 2001). Hence, the eigenvalue k can be obtained analytically from the amplitude Eq. (1). In this
way, the original eigenvalue problem is split into small periodic problems and a global one. The periodic prob-
lems are formulated on a few basic cells: one, two, three or four cells, according to the local periodicity of the
eigenmodes. The global model is governed by the envelope a(x) which satisﬁes Eq. (1) and the associated
boundary conditions. The asymptotic method used in this approach is a sort of dynamic homogenization, thatWhole structure Basic cell
a b
. The periodic structure (a) and one basic cell (b). Total length, L; Number of basics cells, N; Periodicity, l = L/N; Thickness, h.
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. The ﬁve ﬁrst packets of eigenfrequencies when L = 200, h = 0.1 and N = 20 cells. Clamped beam at the ends. 2D elasticity
ized by 800 quadratic elements Q8.
Fig. 4. 19th (a) and 20th eigenmodes (b) of a structure with 20 basic cells. Clamped beam at the ends. 2D simulation using 800 quadratic
elements Q8.
Fig. 3. First (a) and second eigenmodes (b) of a structure with 20 basic cells. Clamped beam at the ends. 2D simulation using 800
quadratic elements Q8.
Fig. 5. First (a) and second eigenmodes (b) of a structure with 20 basic cells. Supported beam at the ends. 2D simulation using 800
quadratic elements Q8.
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rov (1992) and Kolpakov and Kalamkarov (1999).
Several methods are available to analyse 1D arrays like the transfer matrix method, for instance (Lin and
McDaniel, 1969; Castanier and Pierre, 1995). The method used in this paper has the advantage to be easily
Fig. 6. 19th (a) and 20th eigenmodes (b) of a structure with 20 basic cells. Supported beam at the ends. 2D simulation using 800 quadratic
elements Q8.
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ysis (Wesfreid and Zaleski, 1984).
In this paper, we propose to evaluate the ability of the continuous model (1) to predict the eigenvalues of
long periodic structures. For that purpose, we consider two classical mechanical theories: bidimensional elas-
ticity and beam bending theory. The present study is limited to periodic structures problems like the one
described in Fig. 1, in order to validate the global model (1) and the associated boundary conditions. Never-
theless, this asymptotic modeling can be also applied to any periodic structure as established by Daya et al.
(2002).2. A continuum modeling from 2D elasticity
The homogenization technique is ﬁrst described in this part, when the starting model is based on 2D
elastodynamics.2.1. The starting problem
Let us consider a 2D elastic periodic structure deﬁned by the repetition of 2D cells in x direction (see Fig. 1).
For this simple example, the periodicity is due the blockage of the displacement component (ux = 0) at the two
ends of periodic cells. The corresponding classical free vibrations problem can be written as follows:divðrÞ þ qku ¼ 0
M : r ¼ eðuÞ

ð2Þwhere q is the mass density, k = x2 is the square of the natural frequency, r is the stress tensor, e is the strain
tensor,M is the compliance tensor and u = (ux,uy) is the displacement vector. The whole structure has N iden-
tical cells, whose length is l = L/N. As explained in (Moreau and Caillerie, 1998; Daya and Potier-Ferry, 2001;
Daya et al., 2002), the multiple scale analysis can be used to describe the modulated modes. The principle of
this method can be described as follows: a small adimensional parameter g is introduced for instance as the
ratio between the length of the basic cell l and the length of the whole structure L: g = l/L = 1/N. If this
parameter g is small enough (i.e. the periodic structure is long), the two-scale asymptotic methods can be used
to represent the modulated modes.2.2. Principle of the two-scale analysis
The unknowns U = (u,r) are assumed to be functions of three independent variables x,y and X: x and y are
the local variables, varying on the basic cell. However, X = gx is the global one which describes the slow var-
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are classical:ox ! ox þ goX
oy ! oy
ð3ÞBy taking into account the above expansion rules and by restricting us to the case of 2D plane stress anal-
ysis, we obtaindivðrÞ ! divðrÞ þ goX ðDðrÞÞ ð4Þ
eðuÞ ! eðuÞ þ goX ðEðuÞÞ ð5Þwhere the tensor E(u) and the vector D(r) are deﬁned by:EðuÞ ¼ ux uy=2
uy=2 0
 
and DðrÞ ¼ rxx
rxy
 
ð6ÞSince we have only one global variable X, D(r) only depends on rxx and rxy and not on ryy.
The unknowns U = (u,r) and the parameter k are expanded as integer power series with respect to g:Uðu; rÞ ¼
X1
i¼0
giUiðu; rÞ k ¼
X1
i¼0
giki ð7Þwhere Ui are periodic functions with respect to local variables (x,y).
2.3. Three problems at the microscopic scale
Inserting Eqs. (7) into (2), and by using relations (4) and (5), we ﬁnd the following equations at the three
ﬁrst orders 1, g, g2:
First order (O(g0)):divðr0Þ þ qk0u0 ¼ 0
M : r0 ¼ eðu0Þ

ð8ÞSecond order (O(g1)):divðr1Þ þ qk0u1 ¼ qk1u0  oXDðr0Þ
eðu1Þ M : r1 ¼ oXEðu0Þ

ð9ÞThird order (O(g2)):divðr2Þ þ qk0u2 ¼ qk2u0  qk1u1  oXDðr1Þ
eðu2Þ M : r2 ¼ oXEðu1Þ

ð10ÞThese three systems of equations will be considered as elastic systems posed on a few basic cells. Indeed, the
unknown u is assumed to be a periodic function with respect to local variables (x,y).
Let us now introduce the variational formulation of problems (8)–(10).
First order:Z
St
eðduÞ : M1 : eðu0Þdt k0
Z
St
qu0:dudt ¼ 0 ð11ÞSecond order:Z
St
eðduÞ : M1 : eðu1Þdt k0
Z
St
qu1:dudt
¼ k1
Z
St
qu0:dudtþ oX
Z
St
ðdu Dðr0Þ  Eðu0Þ : M1 : eðduÞÞdt
 
ð12Þ
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St
eðduÞ : M1 : eðu2Þdt k0
Z
St
qu2:dudt
¼ k2
Z
St
qu0:dudtþ k1
Z
St
qu1:dudtþ oX
Z
St
ðdu Dðr1Þ  Eðu1Þ : M1 : eðduÞÞdt
 
ð13Þwhere St is the whole structure.
2.4. The equivalent continuum model
Because X, x and y are independent variables, the general solution of the Eq. (11) can be written as follows:u0ðx;X ; yÞ ¼ A0ðX Þw0ðx; yÞ ð14Þ
where w0(x,y) satisﬁes the following equation which must be completed by boundary conditions on the cell:Z
period
eðduÞ : M1 : eðw0Þdt k0
Z
period
qw0 dudt ¼ 0 ð15ÞThe problem (15) is posed on a domain which depends on the considered eigenvalue k0. For instance, in the
case of Fig. 1, the ﬁrst modes are modulations of a periodic mode which has a period 2l, see Figs. 3 and 5.
Nevertheless, the last modes of the ﬁrst packet are modulations of a periodic mode which has a period l,
see Figs. 4 and 6. So, in the ﬁrst case, k0 is the smallest eigenvalue of period 2l and the cell used in (15)
and (18) therefore corresponds to two basic cells. In the second case, k0 is the second eigenvalue of period l
and the cell corresponds to one basic cell.
The nonhomogeneous Eq. (12) has a solution if and only if the right-hand side of this equation satisﬁes the
following solvability condition (choose du = u0 in (12))k1
Z
period
qu20dtþ oX
Z
period
ðu0:Dðr0Þ  Eðu0Þ : M1 : eðu0ÞÞdt
 
¼ 0 ð16ÞCombining next the following identity u ÆD(r) = E(u):r with Eq. (16) yields k1 = 0. Hence, the general solution
of the equation at the ﬁrst order can be written in the following form:u1ðx;X ; yÞ ¼ A1ðX Þw0ðx; yÞ þ dA0ðX Þ
dX
w1ðx; yÞ ð17ÞThe amplitude A0(X) is at this stage an arbitrary function of the slow variable X and w1(x,y) is deﬁned by the
following equation, which must be completed by periodicity conditions on the cell:Z
period
eðduÞ : M1 : eðw1Þdt k0
Z
period
qw1:dudt ¼
Z
period
ðdu Dðs0Þ  Eðw0Þ : M1 : eðduÞÞdt ð18Þwhere s0 =M
1:e(w0). By using the solvability condition for the problem at the third order g
2 (choose du = u0
in (13)), we obtain a diﬀerential equation to be satisﬁed by the envelope A0(X):C
d2A0
dX 2
þ k2A0 ¼ 0 ð19Þwhere the constant C is determined from the periodic modes w0 and w1C ¼
R
period
ðs1 : Eðw0Þ  s0 : Eðw1ÞÞdtR
period
qw20dt
ð20Þwhere s1 =M
1:(e(w1) + E(w0))
The amplitude equation thus represents an equivalent continuum model that is able to characterise the
eigenpairs close to k0. It also corresponds to an eigenvalue problem (19) where the unknowns are A0(X)
and k2. To get a well deﬁned problem, it is necessary to complete (19) with boundary conditions.
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2 into (19),
one recovers (1).3. Continuum modeling from beam theory
In this section, one applies the same multiple scale analysis as in Section 2, when the starting model is 1D.
We consider the periodic structure deﬁned in Fig. 1. The corresponding 1D model is pictured in Fig. 7. Thus
the free ﬂexural vibration problem can be written as follows:d4v
dx4  kv ¼ 0
vðilÞ ¼ 0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;N
(
ð21Þwhere k = qSx2/E I, x2 is the square of natural frequency, S is the area of the cross section, I is the moment of
inertia, E is the Young’s modulus, q is the mass density and v = uy(x) is the deﬂection.
The problem (21) is solved by using the same multiple scale analysis as presented in the previous section.
The unknowns v and k are sought as integer power series with respect to g as in Eq. (7). Inserting these asymp-
totic expansions into (21) and using the classical rules of the two-scale expansion method, one gets linear equa-
tions to be satisﬁed by the vi:
First order:o4v0
ox4  k0v0 ¼ 0
v0ðilÞ ¼ 0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;N
v0 is pl periodic; p is an integer
8><
>: ð22ÞSecond order:o4v1
ox4  k0v1 ¼ 4 o
4v0
oXox3 þ k1v0
v1ðilÞ ¼ 0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;N
v1 is pl periodic; p is an integer
8><
>: ð23ÞThird order:o4v2
ox4  k0v2 ¼ 6 o
4v0
oX 2ox2
 4 o4v1oXox3 þ k1v1 þ k2v0
v2ðilÞ ¼ 0 i ¼ 1; . . . ;N
v2 is pl periodic; p is an integer
8><
>: ð24ÞFollowing the same method as in Jeblaoui (1999) and Daya and Potier-Ferry (2001), one gets the following
asymptotic solutions:v0ðx;X Þ ¼ A0ðX Þw0ðxÞ
v1ðx;X Þ ¼ A1ðX Þw0ðxÞ þ dA0ðX ÞdX w1ðxÞ
(
ð25Þwhere w0 and w1 are the local modes calculated from local problems with periodicity conditions. The ampli-
tudes A0(X) and A1(X) account for the slow modulations of the modes. As for the 2D approach, the solvability
conditions for the problems at order g and g2, yield k1 = 0 and it results that the amplitude A0 satisﬁes the
diﬀerential Eq. (19). In this case, the real constant C is given by the following equation:Fig. 7. Studied periodic structure.
Fig.
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R
period 6 d
2w0
dx2 w0  4 d
3w1
dx3 w0
 
dxR
period
w20dx
ð26Þwhere w0 and w1 are solutions of the periodic problems:o4w0
ox4  k0w0 ¼ 0
w0 is pl periodic; p is an integer
(
ð27Þ
o4w1
ox4  k0w1 ¼ 4 o
3w0
ox3
w1 is pl periodic; p is an integer
(
ð28ÞIn this way, one obtains an equivalent continuum model from the classical beam theory. In the sequel of this
paper, the two continuum models will be evaluated and compared. Before doing this, we consider the bound-
ary conditions analysis.4. Boundary conditions
The amplitude Eq. (19) can be solved analytically to account for the boundary conditions. It is well known
that the treatment of boundary conditions should include a boundary layer analysis. A correct one can be
found in references like (Daya and Potier-Ferry, 2001) for periodic beams. This treatment should be intricate
in 2D elasticity. Nevertheless, it has been established that the boundary layer can be neglected for classical
boundary conditions (clamped, supported beams) if the analysis is limited at the third order as in Eqs. (8)–
(10) or (22)–(24), see (Daya and Potier-Ferry, 2001).
The boundary conditions for the amplitude depend on the properties of the periodic mode (14), (17) and
(25). To illustrate this point, let us consider the ﬁrst mode packet of a clamped beam, the corresponding peri-
odic modes being pictured in Fig. 8. At the beginning of the packet, the mode w0(x) is zero at the end of the
cell, but not its derivative w00ðxÞ. The associated eigenvalue k0 is called kbegin. In this case (called case 1), the
clamping conditions are not satisﬁed, except if the amplitude A0(X) is zero at the ends.
A0(0) = A0(Lg) = 0 in the case 1
At the end of the packet, the periodic mode and its derivative are zero at the ends of the cells (case 2). It has
been proved that A0(X) satisﬁes a Neumann-type boundary conditions (Daya and Potier-Ferry, 2001). The
associated eigenvalue k0 is called kend.
A00ð0Þ ¼ A00ðLgÞ ¼ 0 in the case 2
Thus the amplitude equation is solved analytically by taking into account these boundary conditions. This
leads to the following results:8. First local mode w0(x) at the beginning (a) and at the end (b) of the mode packet when L = 100, l = 5, h = 0.1 and N = 20.
Table
Direct
Rank
l/h = 5
Dire
Dire
l/h = 1
Dire
Dire
l/h = 2
Dire
Dire
l/h = 5
Dire
Dire
Clamp
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 
; n ¼ 1; 2; . . . Case 1
kðnÞ ¼ kbegin þ Cn2p2L2 þOðgÞ
8<
: ð29Þ
A0ðX Þ ¼ cos npLgX
 
; n ¼ 0; 1; . . . Case 2
kðnÞ ¼ kend þ Cn2p2L2 þOðgÞ
8<
: ð30ÞNote that in this way, we have generated an inﬁnite number of approximated eigenvalues k(n). This leads to
approximations of the eigenvalues k close to kbegin and kend.5. Numerical results and discussions
In the previous sections, a macroscopic model has been established, that is deﬁned by the amplitude equa-
tion (1). This equation should be able to describe the eigenvalues close to the beginning or to the end of a mode
packet. This macroscopic model depends only on two constants C and k0. Note that this model has the same
form if the starting model comes from beam theory or from 2D elastodynamics: it diﬀers only by the numerical
values of C and k0.
The aim of the numerical tests is to evaluate the validity range of the macroscopic model. The errors
induced by the homogenization technique shall be distinguished from those coming from the approximation
of beam theory.
We consider the free vibration problem of the structure pictured in Fig. 1. The geometric properties of this
structure are: the total length in the x direction L, the thickness h and the width b = 1 of the rectangular cross
section and the basic cell length l. We denote by N, the number of cells (l = L/N). The material data are: the
Young’s modulus E = 2.1105 MPa and the mass density q = 7800 kg/m3. Two kinds of boundary conditions
at the ends of the whole structure will be considered.
5.1. Comparison between 1D and 2D direct simulation of the whole structure
First, let us deﬁne the eﬀect of the beam approximations. In this respect, we compare the eigenfrequencies
of the ﬁrst packet obtained from 1D and 2D direct simulation. We ﬁx the total length L = 100 and the number
of cells at N = 20. In the 2D simulation, the whole structure (2D beam) has been discretized by quadratic ele-
ments with eight nodes Q8. The chosen element Q8 use nine Gauss integration points. The structure has been
split into 800 elements, which corresponds to 3205 d.o.f. In the 1D simulation, the structure (1D beam) has
been split into 800 beam elements, which corresponds to 1602 d.o.f. In Tables 1 and 2, the eigenfrequencies1
simulation, the ﬁrst, the ﬁfth and the tenth eigenfrequencies of the ﬁrst packet, L = 100 and N = 20 cells
1 5 10
ct 2D 89.92 101.77 130.43
ct 1D 94.78 109.37 147.02
0
ct 2D 46.75 53.85 71.61
ct 1D 47.39 54.89 73.51
5
ct 2D 18.94 21.94 29.38
ct 1D 18.95 21.95 29.40
0
ct 2D 9.47 10.97 14.69
ct 1D 9.47 10.97 14.70
ed structure at the ends.
Table 2
Direct simulation, the eleventh, the ﬁfteenth and twentieth eigenfrequencies of the ﬁrst packet, L = 100 and N = 20 cells
Rank 11 15 20
l/h = 5
Direct 2D 136.83 160.73 175.04
Direct 1D 155.68 189.96 213.34
l/h = 10
Direct 2D 75.33 91.00 101.33
Direct 1D 77.84 94.98 106.67
l/h = 25
Direct 2D 31.11 37.96 42.64
Direct 1D 31.13 37.99 42.68
l/h = 50
Direct 2D 15.56 18.99 21.33
Direct 1D 15.56 18.99 21.33
Clamped structure at the ends.
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correspond to the following values of the global aspect ratio L/h, L/h = 100, 200, 500 and 1000. From these
tables, one notes that the 2D and the 1D meshes are valid since identical results are obtained for large values of
the local aspect ratio l/h (i.e. when l/h is greater than 25). As expected, the beam theory holds good for a large
aspect ratio l/h. It is not valid for small aspect ratio (l/h = 5) but the induced discrepancy errors remain in the
range 1–5% for l/h = 10.
5.2. Evaluation of the continuum modeling from 2D elasticity
In this section, the beam is considered as a 2D body meshed by quadratic Q8 elements. A direct simulation
is compared with the asymptotic procedure presented in Section 2. The eigenfrequencies at the beginning of
the packet have been obtained from the eigenvalue problem set on two basic cells. At the end, they have been
obtained by the problem set on one basic cell. The basic cells have been meshed by using 40 quadratic elements
Q8.
From these numerical results (Tables 3 and 4), one can note that the asymptotic two-scale method describes
perfectly the eigenfrequencies near the ends of the packet, but not at the center. In particular, the asymptotic
expansion from the end of the packet yields about ﬁve eigenvalues in the case with 20 cells, the eleventh and
thirteenth eigenvalues (11 and 13) being completely wrong. In the case of the beam with 60 cells, the asymp-
totic method is much more accurate. Hence as expected, the larger the number of cells is, the more eﬃcient the
asymptotic method is. For more details, see (Daya, 1994; Daya and Potier-Ferry, 2001; Moustaghﬁr, 2004).
5.3. Comparison between 1D and 2D continuum modelings
In this section, we present the results obtained from the present continuous model. In Tables 5 and 6, we
compare these results with those obtained from direct simulation, in the case of thin basic cells (l/h = 100). AsTable 3
The ﬁrst 10 eigenfrequencies computed in 2D elasticity, l/h = 50
Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
N = 20
Direct 2D 9.47 9.67 10.00 10.43 10.97 11.60 12.29 13.05 13.85 14.69
Continuum modeling 2D 9.47 9.67 10.00 10.43 10.97 11.59 12.28 13.03 13.84 14.69
N = 60
Direct 2D 9.44 9.46 9.50 9.55 9.62 9.70 9.80 9.91 10.03 10.16
Continuum modeling 2D 9.44 9.46 9.50 9.55 9.62 9.70 9.79 9.90 10.02 10.15
Table 4
The last 10 eigenfrequencies computed in 2D elasticity, l/h = 50
Rank 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
N = 20
Direct 2D 15.56 16.44 17.31 18.17 18.99 19.74 20.38 20.89 21.21 21.33
Continuum modeling 2D 8.22 12.20 14.85 16.81 18.31 19.45 20.29 20.87 21.21 21.33
N = 60
Direct 2D 20.63 20.82 20.99 21.15 21.28 21.40 21.49 21.55 21.59 21.60
Continuum modeling 2D 20.60 20.81 21.00 21.16 21.30 21.41 21.49 21.55 21.59 21.60
Table 5
The ﬁrst 10 eigenfrequencies computed by 2D and 1D approachs, direct simulation and two-scale method, h = 0.1, L = 200 and N = 20
Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Direct 1D 2.3699 2.4199 2.5012 2.6107 2.7453 2.9015 3.0758 3.2651 3.4664 3.6768
Continuum modeling 1D 2.3699 2.4198 2.5008 2.6100 2.7440 2.8994 3.0729 3.2617 3.4632 3.6754
Direct 2D 2.3697 2.4197 2.5008 2.6103 2.7448 2.9008 3.0750 3.2642 3.4653 3.6755
Continuum modeling 2D 2.3697 2.4196 2.5007 2.6099 2.7440 2.8994 3.0730 3.2619 3.4634 3.6757
Table 6
The last 10 eigenfrequencies computed by 2D and 1D approachs, direct simulation and two-scale method, h = 0.1, L = 200 and N = 20
Rank 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11
Direct 1D 5.3336 5.3055 5.2244 5.0979 4.9362 4.7490 4.5492 4.3343 4.1147 3.8947
Continuum modeling 1D 5.3328 5.3053 5.2220 5.0800 4.8744 4.5965 4.2322 3.7564 3.1184 2.1802
Direct 2D 5.3371 5.3090 5.2277 5.1010 4.9390 4.7515 4.5471 4.3325 4.1132 3.8934
Continuum modeling 2D 5.3371 5.3230 5.2802 5.2083 5.1058 4.9709 4.8010 4.5920 4.3384 4.0317
Table 7
Constant C and k0 for the beginning and the end of the ﬁrst packet when L = 100, N = 20 and l = 5
l/h = 10 l/h = 25 l/h = 50 l/h = 100
2D 1D 2D 1D 2D 1D 2D 1D
k0 = kbegin 46.4216 47.0567 18.7836 18.7836 9.4098 9.4113 4.7084 4.7056
Cbegin 1186913.1 1276040.7 201899.3 204166.5 50924.2 51041.6 12763. 6 12760.4
k0 = kend 101.0662 106.6566 42.3292 42.6626 21.3307 21.3313 10.7009 10.6656
Cend 3920598.3 4678631.1 747783.9 748580.9 191323.8 187145.2 48026.5 46786.3
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end of the packet (Table 6), the range of validity of the continuum model is restricted to few eigenvalues. A
slight diﬀerence appears between the continuum models deduced in the 1D and 2D cases, but this diﬀerence is
not signiﬁcant for the ﬁrst computed eigenvalues (20th and 19th). In Table 7, the constants C and k0 of the
continuous models are reported for various values of l/h when N and L are, respectively, 20 and 100. It is
worth mentioning that identical results are obtained for large values of the local aspect ratio.6. Conclusion
Using beam theory and 2D elasticity, two continuum modelings have been presented to determine the mod-
ulated modes of periodically supported long beams. These models have been obtained from the two-scale
asymptotic technique which splits the initial problem into small ones: several periodic problems and an ampli-
tude diﬀerential equation. After the resolution of these problems, one can predict a packet of modulated
modes. By this way, the direct discretization of the whole structure is avoided and only basic cells are discret-
7072 N. Moustaghﬁr et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 7061–7072ized. The two continuum modelings yield the same results at the beginning and at the end of the packet when
the local aspect ratio l/h is large (i.e. when l/h is greater than 25). These results agree with those obtained by
the direct simulations. However, it is not possible to get the whole packet. To achieve this goal, the coupling of
periodic modes has to be taken into account as proposed by Jeblaoui (1999).
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